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Abstract—“Trinity System”, which

is consisted of "110,122,119" three police command stations merging into a police

command center, the system is to achieve a unified alarm, unified command, joint action and to provide emergency
services and urban public security. Multi-living Agent Method is a new method to analysis the complex system. This paper
proposes to use a new method of multi-living agent to design “Trinity System” based on analyzing the traditional “Trinity
System”, according to the guiding theory of the system. The paper designs the whole framework and system software
architecture of “Trinity System”. It provides a good research direction to enhance the capabilities of emergency response
for “Trinity System”.

consists of several subsystems. Meanwhile, “Trinity

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the economy and society,
the city public security has become an increasing important
issue. Because urban disasters and emergencies can not be
avoided completely and a single sector of the government
subordinate agencies is difficult to deal with the disasters
and emergencies, meanwhile solving the memory and
distinguish of special service code, we need to build
emergency response mechanism. The key problem is to
achieve "110,122,119" three police command units merging
into a police command center, this is the “Trinity System”.
It can achieve a unified alarm, unified command, joint

System” is a complex information system. This paper
proposes to use a new method of multi-living agent to
design “Trinity System” based on analyzing the traditional
“Trinity System”, according to the guiding theory of the
system. The paper designs the whole framework and system
software architecture of “Trinity System”, it provides a
good research direction to enhance the capabilities of
emergency response for “Trinity System”.

2 The basic discussion of “Trinity System”, the
interposing of "Multi-living Agent" method

action to ensure emergency services and city public security.
“Trinity System”
a

[1]

is an integrated system, which is

2.1 “Trinity System” is Related closely to and
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System Theory

nature of activity for the vitality which is going on a

In addition to the general system characteristics, “Trinity
System” has the characteristic of modular hierarchical
system architecture design, the system software core is
based on a unified messaging service platform, it merges
independent species (110, 119,122) departments, multiple
data, various business into a system, it can select the
number of subsystems according to the actual need[2].
The core principles of system theories, such as the
movement of the formation about open dissipative system
layer self-organizing mechanism, evolution of the system
and environment, and so on. These system theories
summarized highly the trend of the dynamic development.
They have practical significance for the study of “Trinity
System”

[3]

. For example, the improving of the police

efficiency is related with the response alarm systems, the
environment of command and control system, a unified
monitoring and management platform. It requires the
system and environment co-evolution to achieve our
expected requirements. In this case, In this case, this paper
proposes the new method of multi-living agent to analyze
and study the whole framework and system software
architecture. It has important significance to improve the

tenacious.
"Living" gives the vigor to the system. It has showed the
character of the survival and development for “Trinity
System”, it plays a important role in various functions. The
"more" in "Multi-active agent" reflects the multiple
functions in “Trinity System”

[6] [7]

, it has the essential

attributes of multiple location, multiple levels and a number
of related subsystems, the "proxy " in "multi-living agent"
integrated the tendency of the human, the system function,
the system's basic structure and operation of the system
based on" living "sense, mapping the future vision into
reality system or a representative system, it also can be
mapped to a specific system, namely “Trinity System”, this
system has the man-machine integration, scheduling on-site
emergency response center and the combination of
characteristics[8]. This paper proposes the whole framework
and system software architecture based on the above basic
characteristics of multi-active agent.

3The design of the whole framework and system
software architecture for “trinity system” based
on multi-living agent method

emergency response capacity of “Trinity System”.
3.1 The Design of the whole Framework for “Trinity
2.2 The basic Idea of "Multi-living Agent"

System” based on Multi-living Agent

In the first, the "living" in "Multi-living agent" only comes
from the word of the function (action), then it became a
specific technical word by re-define the specific examples
after the application[4] [5]. It can be divided into three cases:
1) The word can be used only in a qualitative sense,
which is corresponding with resting state or non-live

This paper designs the whole framework for “Trinity
System” based on multi-living agent, the system is
constituted of a unified monitoring and management
platform, the shared platform of the plans for management,
GIS/GPS sharing platform, the exchange platform for
information sharing, communication integration services

(moving) of (inactivity);
2) The word has been defined as a measure of activity
intensity. If it has been given the meaning of the activity,
we should use the activation in the general; if the activity
meaning has been removed, then we should use the

platform, database sharing platform. This multi-agent
system is mainly to provide daily communication support
for the activity of the Public Order (110) Patrol (122), Fire
(119) emergency services. In addition, it is to avoid
duplication investment of the government, it also can

non-activation or inactivation and other words;
3) To the physiological processes occurring in the
organism or in active state or property; "Living" means a

provide daily scheduling tool for urban management, forest
fire, flood and other government departments. Figure1 has
shown the whole framework:
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For the whole framework of “Trinity System”, this

The software system has been design in modular idea,

paper has a preliminary study based on multi-living agent

the alarm system is consists of a unified platform services

approach, it is equivalent to using the multi-living agent

layer, support layer, the operating system layer, networking

approach to study a complex information system. For the

layer. The system should guarantee the access of the

“Trinity System”, from the point of system theory, this is a

underlying, business processes and business systems are

complex information system and it is associated with

independent interfaces each other. From the viewpoint of

assistant scheduling decision function, meanwhile it is a

system

further high-level decision problem of remote dispatching.

architecture is also a complex information system. The

In this complex information system, "living" means in the

system is mainly to achieve a unified response alarm,

top can be understood to make great effort to protect the

"110,122,119" merging into a unified response alarm

network management and remote dispatching center to take

platform. The paper divides the basic modules of the

the most efficient way to provide daily services for

software system in accordance with the application of the

emergency communications support. At the same time,

software. It can ensure the independence among each

"living" also represents the timeliness and effectiveness

module. The meaning of “living” in the multi-living agent

measures of the communication when a problem comes

software system can be understood to achieve the unity of

from the system or communication handicaps occurs.

response alarm, it can ensure the scheduling decision. At

"Multi-living" represents the functioning coordination

the same time, "living" also represents the business in case

among the various business systems platform agent layer

of alarm, the police intelligence information access

(for

information

interface, and police issued the interface, alarm forwarding

distribution system, a unified monitoring and management

interfaces and the external application interface are to

platform, GIS/GPS sharing platform, the exchange platform

ensure a unify platform software alarm information

for information sharing, communication integration services

exchanging with the outside timeliness and effectiveness of

platform, database, and various sub-sharing platform

the entire system to ensure data security. "Multi-living"

system). Meanwhile, under the construction of each "living

represents the coordination and support of each business

agent", the agents can be divided into various sub-agents,

layer proxy of multi-agent software architecture (such as

such multi-level decomposition until a layer of specific

the access layer, interface layer, unified alarm platform

hardware and software agents.

services layer, unified platform support layer, the operating

example,

response

alarm

system,

theories,

this

multi-living

agent

software

system level, network interconnection system layer, and so
3.2 The design of system software architecture for

on.). The multi-living agent software architecture has the

“Trinity System” based on Multi-living Agent

basic functions and features of following: Network

The work model of “Trinity System” is a combined of
unified alarm, unity and reunification alarm response alarm,
the United Source police combination. The alarm command
center dispatches directly to the fire command center, traffic

connectivity layer proxy and the operating system layer
proxy

are

the

underlying

software

architecture

of

multi-living agent. It can ensure the system's security,
stability and versatility. Support system layer proxy is
running for the underlying application.

police, patrol, police station and other police. Alarming
unified platform is one of the main objectives of system
implementation, Alarming platform software components

4 Conclusions

are divided according to application level, we design the

This paper proposes to use a new method of multi-living

multi-living agent software system block diagram of

agent to design “Trinity System” based on analyzing the

“Trinity System” shown in Figure2:

traditional “Trinity System”, according to the guiding
theory of the system. "Multi-living" represents the
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Figure1 Three more than one active agent system block diagram of the overall framework
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Figure2 Three more than one active agent software system block diagram
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